Introduction. The present paper is a continuation and amplification of R. M. Thrall's paper On symmetrized Kronecker powers and the structure of the free Lie ring [7] (1), which we shall denote as FR. The notation used in FR shall be adopted in this paper. The author wishes to express her appreciation to Professor R. M. Thrall of the University of Michigan, who suggested the problem of the present paper and gave valuable guidance during the preparation of it.
1. The free Lie ring and Lie representations of the full linear group. The free non-associative K ring Z", the free Lie ring L = Ln, and the mth Lie representation are defined in FR [7, pp. 372-373] . It is convenient to make the definition of ideal more explicit than in FR. We begin with the concept of a homomorphism of a ring Z" onto a ring Z*, and then call a subset J of Zn an ideal if it is the kernel of some homomorphism.
A homogeneous ideal is defined in FR [7, p. 372] . The following result was stated without proof in FR [7, p. 372] . Theorem 1. If a is a homomorphic mapping of Zn onto Z* such that a(Zm) =Z*m and with a homogeneous ideal J as kernel, then Z* =Z^*™ (direct sum).
Proof. It is obvious that Z"*=Z^*'" Dut we need to show that it is a direct sum. Suppose Z* is not the direct sum of Z*m's. Then for some m there is an element zm of the module Zm for which <r(zm) = o-(z" tion has been reached by assuming that Z"* is not the direct sum of Z*"'s and hence Z* =¿ZZ*m (direct sum). Denote the n generators of the free Lie ring by T\, • • • , rn. When dealing with non-associative multiplication some means of inserting parentheses must be indicated. In particular, denote the product ( • • • ((rtl o r<2) • • • rin_1)rin) by r<j.. .,"_!<" and call this particular way of multiplying the right normed product. For example, 7-12346 = (((fi o r2)r3)r4)r6. Magnus [6, p. 106] shows that right normed products span the whole ring. However, these right normed products are not linearly independent and one of our purposes is to obtain relations between these right normed products. A monomial in the r's we denote by f¡(g)=ft (1) (d/dsk)thig; s) = il/foitisfi*"1 = (A/*)M(*/*)*i/WW"1 if k/h and gh/k are integers; otherwise (d/dsk)thig; s) =0. Since h will be some definite number and k is fixed, k/h\g gives just one term involving sk.
,,, a ' agr«(g; s)) dthjg;s) (2) -qr(t(g; s)) = X, --,-:-
Substituting (1) and (3) in (2), we have
where we sum over all h for which k/h and gh/k are integers. If as<h, qa,-hit(g; s))=0; if a"=h, qo(t(g; j))-»l. Therefore
where the inner summation is over all partitions (ß) of m-gh. The change in order of summation on the right does not affect the result since the summations are over finite quantities. To prove the theorem, make the induction hypothesis that tx(g; s)= [g] = tr L0(A) for all g<m. This carries with it the hypothesis that th(g; s) = tr L0(Ah) for all g<m. Therefore qa,(t(g; s)) =Ç4."(tr La(A)) for all g<m so Therefore the amount contributed to the total sum by the class containing but one cycle on m letters will always be equal to 1, -1, or 0. This is not sufficient to add one or subtract one from the coefficient for all cases where m is a prime greater than 2. Direct computation suffices in the case of 2. Even in the case of non-primes, the coefficients of the unit class are the predominating ones.
Character tables [l; 9; 10; 5] for the symmetric group ©", are published only for m ^14. Using these and the above theorem we have computed the multiplicities of the irreducible constituents of the with Lie representation for m ^14. Because of their length, the tables of these numbers are not included in the present paper. Those for ra^lO are given [7, pp. 387-388] Proof. It is sufficient to consider basis tensors.
[November (1) cmA¡x ( Hence Qm is invariant under A, since every tensor of Qm is carried into a tensor of the same subspace.
Consider symmetry operators [4, p. 97 ] a acting on the tensor space Pm. Consider all such a so that aPmÇ.Qm. Since Qm is an invariant subspace of Pm, it will be characterized by these a's. If a has the property that aPmC.Qm, so does ab, since (ab)Pm = a(bPm)ClaPmÇ:Qm.
Hence, the set of all such a's is a right ideal Jm in the group ring Rm of the symmetric group. Weyl shows [4, p. 97 ] that, considered abstractly, these symmetry operators form the group ring of the symmetric group, provided n=m. We can characterize right ideals in the semi-simple ring by means of some generating idempotent. This idempotent is not unique however. Let ©i denote the permutation group on the first letter, ©2 the permutation group on the first two letters, and so on. Then imbed one symmetric group in the succeeding One so that ©iC©2C ' ■ ■ C©m-The group rings are then imbedded in each other and the right ideal Jm-iGRm-i-It is obvious that Jm-iRmCJm and hence JiQJp for p>i, that is, if Z<a(*l " " " im-l)F(ix • • ■ Ím-x)GQm-X then Z<tt(*l ---im-l)F(ix ■ ■ • ¿m-lfe) GQmfork = l, • • • , n. This we call the hereditary property.
Let em denote an idempotent of Jm such that emRm = /". We are interested on the one hand in the computation of generating idempotents for the right ideals of symmetry operators of Pm and on the other hand in a sufficient set of relations connecting right normed products. We want an idempotent generator for the ideal such that emPm = Qm. Since Jm-xRmGJm, we can proceed inductively and choose cOT = em_i+em' where em_i and em' are orthogonal idempotents.
Using the Jacobian identity(6) of the free Lie ring, we get relations among the generators and thus obtain symmetry operators which, when applied to the tensors of Pm, map them onto Qm. The following two properties are useful in the computation: (1) (rxOr2)ri..." = r ,-..."« -r¿..."i2, showing the relationship between idempotents is necessary. Let us, for example, compute a generating idempotent of J&. All of the diagrams either belong to the Lie space or belong to the space of relations on account of the hereditary property, except two diagrams in the partition (312), where we learn from the analysis of the 5th Lie representation that one belongs to the Lie space. Hence there must exist some relationship between the primitive idempotents corresponding to these two diagrams. This relationship we seek to find.
In order to find a relation among the »Vs which involves all indices of ri2346, we make use of the Jacobian identity, letting a = ru, b = r3, c = ra. By is in the ideal. Normalizing we obtain e33-(15)1/2/3e53 so that we may take e6 = ei+e33 -(15)1/2/3e63. Here e4 and «33-(15)1/2/3e63 are orthogonal idempotents.
The following are generating idempotents of Jm, m-¿¡6, where the regular Young diagram to which the semi-normal idempotent corresponds is written out in full. In case m = 7, computations to find the relationships among the idempotents involve matrices of degree 35. Hence it seems impractical to carry this work further until a better method is established.
With the information of this section, if we limit ourselves to linear automorphisms, it is an easy matter to determine Im = IC\Lm for m ^6. In the case of even quadratic automorphisms, the problem becomes much more complicated. Certain information concerning the free Lie ring over a field of characteristic zero has been obtained.
Certain necessary and certain sufficient conditions that a given ideal be characteristic have been given. The determination of all of the characteristic ideals of the free Lie ring remains an unsolved problem.
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